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W O K S
CAREER DAY—Sponsored by the Placement Cen­
ter, representatives from the Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Forest Service, Bureau of Land Manage­
ment and other federal agencies were on hand to 
discuss career opportunities with UM students yes­
terday in the Lodge. Pictured from left are: Mrs. 
Charlotte Risk, assistant director of the Placement
Center; Mr. Louis F. Kinney, Civil Service exam­
iner in charge; Brian McGuire, USFS personnel 
management specialist, and Rex Campbell, a grad­
uate student in wildlife management from Salem, 
Ore. Campbell is signing up to take the federal 
service entrance exam. (Kaimin Photo by Todd 
Brandoff)
Casualties Undetermined
Tired Troops Renew Fighting 
After Five Days in la Drang
PLEIKU, South Viet Nam (AP) 
—‘(j. S. cavalrymen and North 
/ietnamese regulars, though 
Irained by five days of hard cam. 
jaigning, renewed shooting con- 
act in the la Drang Valley 
rhursday night. American sources 
•eported two skirmishes, with 
casualties undetermined.
Far from the central highlands 
jattlefield, Vietnamese govem- 
nent troops mounted drives 
»gainst Viet Cong battalions that 
tad staged major raids in two 
sectors—at Tan Hiep in the south 
ind Hiep Due in the north.
U. S. sources said a North 
Vietnamese detachment estimated 
is a platoon perhaps 11 men 
—opened up after dark on one 
josition of the Americans in the 
[a Drang Valley with mortars and 
small automatic weapons. The 
Communists brushed lightly with 
mother U.S. force about six miles 
iway.
The skirmishing followed the 
Communist ambush Wednesday of 
i cavalry battalion on a withdraw­
al north from the American heli­
copter site established Sunday 
■vithin a range of Communist- 
renched hills.
Dozens of Americans were killed 
in that ambush and survivors were
Sign Causes Confusion
A sign in the university library 
Coyer will be reworded to indicate 
that briefcases may be taken in­
side the library, said Earle Thomp­
son, dean of Library Science.
Dean Thompson said the action 
is being taken because there is 
some misunderstanding about the 
present sign.
The sign, which reads, “All 
briefcases are to be left in this 
corridor on shelves provided for 
your convenience," has been taken 
by students to voice a library reg­
ulation. Dean Thompson said the
forced to leave both their dead 
and some of the wounded behind. 
Injured men who were flown to 
crowded aid stations in Pleiku, 
a military headquarters 35 miles 
north of the valley.
On the other hand, U. S. pa­
trols said they counted at least 
300 North Vietnamese dead on 
the battlefield. That boosted esti­
mates of enemy killed from ground 
action and air strikes to about 
1,200.
U. S. B52 bombers worked over 
Communist positions in the hills 
twice during the day. These were 
the fifth and sixth strikes by the 
high-flying, eight-engine jets of 
the Strategic Air Command in sup­
port of the cavalry operation.
Official secrecy veils figures on 
American losses in specific ac­
tions. Casulaties are grouped on 
a weekly basis, with totals an­
nounced in Saigon on Wednesday.
Today’s Weather
Light scattered rains will con­
tinue today and through the week­
end. Temperatures will remain 
mild with highs in the 40s and the 
lows will be near 35 degrees.
students are allowed to take such 
cases with them into the library, 
provided they open the cases for 
inspection each time they leave.
Dean Thompson was questioned 
in the matter after a briefcase con­
taining the notes and workbook 
of an economics major was stolen 
from the shelves last Friday night.
“The library has at no time as­
sumed responsibility" for items 
left on the shelf, he said. He added 
that the shelves are there pri­
marily for the convenience of the 
students.
It remains to be seen how Ameri­
can losses this week will compare 
with the record set Nov. 7-13, 
when 86 were killed in action and 
230 wounded.
Survivors said the North Viet­
namese, mostly well-armed and in 
neat khaki uniforms, struck from 
concealment in the trees and on 
the ground.
Group Cancels 
Antidraft Plan
CHICAGO (AP) — A student 
group opposing the Viet Nam war 
says it has called off a proposed 
nationwide antidraft campaign 
out of concern for its image.
Paul Booth, national secretary 
of the Students for a Democratic 
Society said in an interview 
Wednesday night.
“The problem about the anti­
draft program is that it might 
come across to the public that we 
just don’t want to go to Viet Nam, 
and that’s not the whole story.
“Our interest in Viet Nam is 
merely that it’s a major obstacle 
to conservative social change in 
America. It puts the whole coun­
try in a military mood, makes it 
more conservative.”
Booth said the group’s members 
—it claims 2,500—were polled on 
whether to organize a national 
antidraft campaign, and replies 
have been running aaginst the pro­
posal.
He added, however, that some 
chapters may conduct antidraft 
activities in their own localities.
Withdrawal Deadline Set
Students desiring to withdraw 
from the University with “W’s” 
assigned for class grades for au­
tumn quarter must do so before 
Nov. 26. Withdrawal forms must 
be signed by the dean or associate 
dean of students and filed at win­
dow five of the registrar’s office.
Briefcases Okay in Library 
Says Dean Earle Thompson
Pres. Johns Returns, 
Arranges Two Trips
UM Pres. Robert Johns returned 
from one trip yesterday and is 
preparing for two more this 
month.
In Minneapolis Mr. Johns at­
tended a conference of the Na­
tional Association of State Univer­
sities and Land Grant Colleges. 
Mr. Johns reported he was in 
agreement with the association in 
opposing a general federal schol­
arship program such as the one 
recently put into law. Some mem­
bers feared federal scholarships 
might be taken by institutions as 
an excuse for raising tuition.
Sunday, Mr. Johns, UM athletic 
director, Walter Schwank and 
Earl C. Lory, faculty athletic rep­
resentative, are scheduled to at­
tend the Big Sky Athletic Confer­
ence meeting in Bozeman.
Friday, Nov. 26, Mr. Johns is to 
fly to Washington, D.C., for the 
White House Conference on Inter­
national Cooperation. More than 
1,200 representatives of education 
and business will attend the meet­
ing to “focus attention on the 
things that men can do to help 
one another solve their mutual 
problems," according to a State 
Department booklet.
Several persons have been in­
terviewed as prospects for the 
positions of UM academic vice 
president and news service direc­
tor. Mr. Johns said no appoint­
ments will be announced for at 
least 50 days, however. The posi­
tions were vacated Nov. 1.
Mr. Johns said five UM men and 
three others not from the Univer­
sity are being considered for the 
vice presidential position.
John Ross to Attend Convention 
Of Student Presidents at Rocky
John Ross, ASUM president, will 
attend a convention of the. Mon­
tana Student Presidents Associa­
tion at Rocky Mountain College in 
Billings this weekend.
The convention will begin Sat­
urday afternoon with discussions 
on presidents, newspapers, fi­
nance, service organizations and 
entertainment at Montana colleges 
and universities. KOOK-TV will 
present a special telecast of the 
discussions.
Rep. James Battin, R-Mont., 
will speak at a banquet Saturday.
Room Phone 
Service Set 
For Jan. 1
The installation of individual 
room phones in UM dormitories 
which began last summer is in 
its last stages. The system will be 
ready for service Jan. 1.
Installation has been completed 
in Miller Hall, and is nearly com­
pleted in Knowles Hall.
Under the new system phones 
will be in service 24 hours a day 
because the caller can dial an ex­
tension without going directly 
through a switchboard.
The prefix for the U system 
will be 243 and each extension 
will have a four digit number. 
In dialing from extension to ex­
tension it will be necessary to 
dial only the four digit number.
Approximately 1500 phones will 
be installed with central office 
equipment located in the base­
ment of the library.
Parking Lots 
Being Readied
James A. Parker, physical plant 
director, said yesterday work is 
being completed on two areas that 
will be opened to student parking 
by Dec. 1.
The road at the base of Mt. Sen­
tinel has been graded and pre­
pared to handle student traffic and 
parking.
“However,” Mr. Parker said, 
“parking is not to restrict the flow 
of traffic. We need 24 feet of un­
obstructed roadway.”
An area near the Men’s Gym, 
where the old carpenter’s shop was 
located, is being smoothed out to 
accommodate additional parking, 
too. Eventually, the road through 
this section of campus will be 
straightened to provide parking for 
200 student cars.
In the mean time, as long as 
parked cars do not hinder the 
progress of workmen, cars may 
park in the area without being 
subject to parking violations.
David O’Connor, editor of the 
Bililngs Gazette, will meet with 
student newspaper editors at a 
special meeting.
The convention will end after a 
luncheon Sunday.
Luge Expert 
Will Show 
Films Tonight
A luge racing expert will show 
films of the winter sport at today’s 
meeting of the Missoula Luge Club.
Stan Benham, manager of the 
Lake Placid Hotel, will show his 
movie to club members and inter­
ested persons in the Territorial 
Rooms of the Lodge tonight at 
7:30.
Recently, the only luge run on 
the North American continent was 
completed at Lolo Hot Springs, 
about 35 miles southwest of Mis­
soula. A luge is a small one or two 
man sled that is steered over a 
downhill course similar to a bob­
sled run.
Two luge meets are scheduled 
at Lolo for early next year. The 
national AAU championship will 
be in late January and the North 
American Championship, open to 
international competition, will be 
in February.
EMC Bond Issue 
Sold by Regents
HELENA (AP) — The Board of 
Regents sold a $4,584,000 refinanc­
ing bond issue yesterday for con­
struction at Eastern Montana Col­
lege, Billings.
The sale, which still requires 
confirmation by bond counsel, was 
approved in a conference tele­
phone call with a majority of 
the Board of Regent members.
At the time set for opening bids 
on the bond issue—Tuesday in 
Havre — only one bid was avail­
able, so it was not opened.
Later, a second bid was found 
in the Havre Post Office. A notice 
of the certified letter had been 
mis-sent two weeks earlier to a 
dormitory at Northern Montana 
College.
The bonds consolidate a $2,- 
314,000 issue for Rimrock Hall 
with one underwriting Petro Hall.
A board spokesman also an­
nounced the membership of a spe­
cial committee to work out a solu­
tion for a street problem at the 
School for the Deaf and Blind, 
Great Falls.
Chairman of the committee is 
Mrs. Marjorie King, Winnett. 
Other members are A. A. Aras 
Jr., Cut Bank, and Dr. Gordon 
Doering, Helena.
Lest We Forget, etc.
It is one thing, however putrescent, for Theodore Sorensen 
and the contemporary Mrs. Abe Lincoln (Washington’s one- 
shot Hedda Hopper?) to sell The-John-Kennedy-We-Knew to 
the eager editor of the Saturday Evening Post.
It is quite another, perhaps unmentionable thing for Dan 
(Si) O’Connor, “editor” of the Worcester, Mass., Souvenir 
Program Company, to sell, between the covers of a cheap, 
grossly commercial “memorial” magazine, the John Kennedy 
he obviously never knew, or, if he did, never respected.
More appalling than Mr. O’Connor's manifest lack of sensi­
tivity in hawking his paltry wares on the second anniversary 
of the president’s assassination is his advertising campaign. 
Contained in one promotional letter that he is circulating on 
college campuses is an offensive non sequitor as yet unparal­
leled in our experience: “. . . this beautiful magazine,” he 
writes, “will be bought by millions of Americans who loved 
the late John F. Kennedy, and displaying the cover as a wreath 
in windows on November 22, 1965, will be an everlasting re­
minder to the World that our policy in Viet Nam is one which 
he (Kennedy) would have followed to the letter.”
“Si” quite obviously is no man to miss a bet: not only does 
he appeal to the collective grief of the American Public; but 
he must also vomit up its jingoism, confident everyone will 
love it.
To judge by his sales and promotion technique one would 
think he was selling laxatives, trusses or scatological art. 
(“Some of these photos you may have never seen before.”)
He pretends to solicit student salesmen only from the ranks 
of those “who are loyal to our wonderful United States Govern­
ment” and urges them to get out and Sell, anytime, anyplace, 
but particularly “after Sunday church services.”
“It will be very simple,” he points out, helpfully, “to obtain 
a photo of some local, prominent figure such as the mayor, 
senator or representative receiving the first copy sold in your 
area, and that will give added impetus to the drive. . . . money 
orders should be sent immediately.”
It is heartening to note, at any rate, that Mr. O’Connor’s 
effort to recruit salesmen from the ranks of the Young Demo­
crats on this campus failed miserably.
Ken' Myers, president of that organization, replied to the 
gentleman in these terms:
“I was shocked that you would use the occasion of the anni­
versary of John Kennedy’s death for private enrichment. 
While President Kennedy might have approved of American 
involvement in Viet Nam, I doubt that he could have approved 
of the tone of your letter, or its dubious motives. The letter 
sounded as though it were written by the proprietor of a cut- 
rate haberdashery.
“You have the sensitivities of a prostitute and the finesse 
of a steamshovel. Please do not bother me with such trash 
again.”
There seems to be only one thing at all appropriate in this 
unfortunate affair: Mr. O’Connor’s choice of publishers, in this 
case, the Buck Printing Company. rorvik
Policy on Letters to  the  Editor
Letters to the editor should generally be no longer than 400 words, pref­
erably typed and triple spaced, with the writer's full name, major, address 
and phone number listed. They should be brought to the Kaimin office in 
Room 206 of the Journalism Building by 2 p.m. the day before publication 
or mailed to the editor in care of the Kaimin.
Letters must be within the limits of libel and obscenity and should 
amount to more than a series of name calling. The editor reserves the right 
to edit or reject any letter.
Letters From the Front
Editor’s Note: Today the Montana 
Kaimin Joins all those other papers 
in an effort to get in on the Let- 
ters-From-the - Front - Syndrome. 
The following article consists of 
excerpts from letters written by a 
lieutenant who has been serving 
in Viet Nam with the United States 
Marine Corps since Aug., 1965. As 
a freshman at a leading western 
university and a member of a 
military family he joined the Ma­
rine Platoon Leader Corps and, on 
graduating in June, 1964, was com­
missioned a second lieutenant. He 
is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate in 
geography land Russian studies. 
Obviously, he must remain anony­
mous.
October, 1965 (bound for Chulai):
“In between the tragedies and 
retragedies,
In between the pages of forgot­
ten people,
We lift our glasses together and 
remember. . .
The adventure of it all.
Amidst the sacred noise of the 
market place,.
Amidst the mad mayhem of chil­
dren playing,
We pause a moment to relax and 
remember. . .
The adventure of it all.
Behind the facade of fraudulent 
friendship,
Behind the soaped sexual mo­
notony,
We face Uranus together and 
remember
The adventure of it all.
“. . . I am presently on a cargo 
ship anchored off the shore of 
Monkey Mountain . . .  It is per-
Gray Season 
For Television
NEW YORK (AP) — The 1965- 
66 television season is now almost 
three months old. It’s not a good 
season. It’s not a really bad sea­
son. It is just a gray season.
There are 30 new series on the 
three networks. Most are well 
produced, decently acted — and 
so familiar in form and content 
that the seasoned television view­
er can almost speak the lines be­
fore the actors get around to them.
The mere fact that the new 
shows fit so neatly into categories 
indicates what mass production 
has accomplished in entertain­
ment. Television is a business, and 
if the product is selling well, the 
business produces more of it.
“Bonanza” is a top-rated show. 
Therefore, another model of “Bo­
nanza” was made, with slight 
changes to keep it from being a 
carbon copy. It is called ‘The 
Big Valley.” Lome Green’s role 
was switched to a woman — Bar­
bara Stanwyck — and the sons 
in this aren’t really pals. But there 
are horses and guns and great 
patches of scenery.
“Bewitched” is a top-rated show. 
Therefore, other models have been 
made up. There is “I Dream of 
Jeannie,” who isn’t a witch, but 
a 2,000-year old dish who swirls 
out of bottle and does magic 
tricks. There is “The Smothers 
Brothers Show” whose star is an 
apprentice angel — not very 
adroit, but still able to perform 
magic tricks. And there is “My 
Mother the Car,” which seems to 
have evolved by crossing the fan­
tasy of “Bewitched” with “Mr. 
Ed,” an old series featuring a 
talking horse.
James Bond became a national 
rage, and his spiritual godson, 
“The Man From UN.CLJE.” is a 
top-rated show. Therefore, this 
season we have “I Spy,” “The 
Wild, Wild West,” “Get Smart,” 
“Honey West” and even “Burke’s 
Law” changed its cops-and-rob­
bers format and name to be­
come “Amos Burke, Secret Agent.”
CONCERNING U
•  Candidates for Bachelor’s de­
grees or teacher's certificates at the 
end of spring quarter are reminded 
that they must file applications for 
degrees or certificates by Friday, 
Jan. 14, 1966.
Application forms are available 
in Main Hall. Delayed applica­
tions are subject to a $5 fee.
pendicular to the force of the out­
going tide, so we rock lazily east 
to west in the light of the waning
“Today has been the first we’ve 
had in over a week that the sun 
has shone- all day ... we are caught 
in the monsoon season and the 
rains have been torrential. Every­
where the land is inundated. After 
the rain, if the sun is allowed to 
shine for any period, say for two 
days, this same land will become a 
baking dust bowl.
“Economically, Viet Nam is not 
unlike Mexico. The same urchin­
like children, most of them at least 
fatherless, blanket the streets with 
stretched, open hands and “gimme 
chop-chop” on their lips. Some sell 
the same dirty books and ‘feelthy’ 
pictures, most sell handmade 
shower shoes (out of discarded 
tires, rifle and pistol cases, and 
pre-eminently, coca cola . . . The 
streets of Da Nang, no different 
from any other city in the Orient, 
reek with rancid garbage, human 
excrement and urine ...  The single 
adjective which apples to the com­
mon Vietnamese . . .  is ‘oblivous.’ 
They are oblivious to traffic in 
their streets, to the bad smells on 
those same streets, to the running 
sores on their legs, to the deaths 
of their neighbors and, worst of 
all, they are oblivious to the war 
which threatens them day in and 
day out. . .
“The Vietnamese people could 
care less if they were forced into 
any kind of political system. Most 
of them haven’t an opinion in the 
world. . . .”
November, 1965:
“The fact that most of them are 
good, “oblivious” to their fates, 
while I stand amidst their rival 
contemporaries, who plant bombs 
on children selling cokes, which 
when they explode not only take 
youth and coke with them, but half 
a dozen other true and/or potential 
idealists, becomes irrelevant with 
the moment. Stop! Even the sen­
sitive have extreme emotions. Even 
the sensitive have moments of hate
when they know love is the only 
true design in life, even the sen­
sitive can not be neutral some­
times.
“So, being sensitive, or at least 
striving to become that way, my 
emotions are baffled by the for­
merly distant realities of hated' 
war. Can I be alone . . . even the; 
sensitive be alone . . .  in a situa­
tion where I command men, boys, 
what have you, who may be as 
equal to or more sensitive than 
I? I ask you, should I go ‘mad’ 
and in this madness state that I 
do not believe in any nation, that 
I believe only in inter-nations 
which are distant, wholly apart 
from even the most optimism, risk­
ing five years in Leavenworth or 
some other quagmire of unjust dis­
cipline? No, I would not, could not 
take that chance when only ten 
months of mental and physical tor­
ment remain . . .  I could not take 
that chance because I have every-1 
thing now which is good, save un­
fortunate memories and present! 
situation.
“Nationalism, patriotism and] 
apathy yet exist with such fury 
that even Mario Savio and Bob! 
Moses will find them difficult to' 
convert. I will perpetually fight 
the weakness of the so-called lead­
ers who feel that sacrificing lives 
is far more humane than sacrific­
ing ideals. But will my voice be 
any more heard than Savio’s, 
Moses’, Yours! Here, now, I say 
nay, for the sanctity of the draft 
card has been shaken and the 
wounded, blind and lame heroes, 
of yet not-forgotten wars scream 
war! in defiance of all sanity, so 
that their crippled courage may 
once again live. . . .
“Until Utopia is banished from 
the books or else realized (could 
it be, under the Chinese?), I do 
not see a change. It may not be 
that we’ll have nuclear wars, but 
this war will persist because 
America and,, indeed, China will 
it to persit—until one or the other 
is victorious. And afterwards, 
what?”
Complete Ski Shop
2nd Floor
Stretch Pants Ski Jackets 
Rental Outfits
Open Fridays Till 9 p.m. 
Weekdays: 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
BOB WARD & SONS
321 N. Higgins Ave.
NEED A RIDE?
Dec. 7-10  the K a im in  will 
run FREE classified ads 
once for those who need 
r i d e s  or passengers for 
Christmas vacation. Dead­
line for ads: Noon the day 
preceding publication.
PHONE EXT. 215 or 219 
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The Protesters 'H o w  to  Be Kaim in Editor' by  Larry Riley
To the Kaimin:
Lest one of the better written 
articles in this quarter’s Kaimin 
pass without compliment, let me 
say that, while anonymous writers 
are of dubious worth in good 
newspapers, I certainly enjoyed 
“How to Be a Queen,” by Miss 
Virginia Fribbish.
There could be quite a series of 
this type of articles. For example, 
we could have, “How to Be Editor 
of the Kaimin.” It might run like 
this. Probably the aspirant should 
develop some interest in journal­
ism while still in high school. This 
could be important since you can 
print or use all the “stuff” in col­
lege that they wouldn’t permit you 
to use in high school. Better late 
than never. As a frosh anticipating
the big time, you can take some 
English courses. In your little 
stories you will have your first big 
chance to use four-lettered words 
and indeed this is certainly to be 
termed occasional. Time passes. As 
a soph you can sink your baby 
teeth into some of the real J School 
courses. In reporting for the news­
paper you have your golden op­
portunity to appear distressingly 
sane and accurate. Reporting is, of 
course, tempered by giving each 
of the faculty that which appears 
desirable to them. Always, always, 
the personal treatment. Needless 
to say, it is essential to flash a 
complimentary a r t i c l e  towards 
Publications Board now and then 
. . . nuff’ said. During spring quar­
ter of your soph year, and es­
Values Said 'D egraded ' by Editorials
No, I  haven a pre registered qe(v,.
, ,. I  oan’i find Main Hall?
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To the Kaimin:
At various meetings of lodges, 
service clubs and professional 
groups, I have been asked repeat­
edly whether or not I endorse the 
current editorial attitudes of the 
Kaimin. In good conscience I am 
forced to respond in the negative.
As the University Debate Coach 
and Director of Forensics since 
1939, I have always supported full 
academic discussion and debate of 
all controversial economic, political 
and social questions. Also, I have 
always assumed that both oral and. 
written communications, in order 
to achieve acceptance, should re­
flect intelligence, responsibility 
and good taste.
Intelligent communication pre­
sents accurate facts, examples and 
illustrations pertinent to the topic. 
Also, it draws inferences based 
either upon the scientific methods 
of generalization, analogy and 
causation, or upon the deductive 
methods of drawing logical con­
clusions from valid statements of 
fact which are related to acceptable 
premises. Sweeping and startling 
unsupported assertions do not nec­
essarily constitute intelligent com­
munication.
Responsible communication rec­
ognizes the purposes, interests, and 
welfare of all persons connected to 
the communication process. Sen­
sationalism for the purpose of at­
tracting attention to the communi­
cator instead of to the communica­
tion does not reflect responsibility.
Good taste in communication 
uses phrases, words, and idioms
which help to develop the clarity, 
correctness and beauty of the mes­
sage. There are noble words that 
lift and inspire. And there are base 
words that leave a listener or read­
er with a feeling of disgust. Vul­
garities which offend do little to 
promote the purpose of the mes­
sage.
Foreign policy, Democracy,  
Birchism, Communism, narcotics, 
patriotism and motherhood are all 
good topics for discussion and de­
bate. But must they be treated 
mainly with contempt, epithet, and 
vulgarity?
The total University, with all 
of its constructive, creative and in­
spirational features, is far more 
important and meaningful than the 
editorial exhibitionisms of the stu­
dent newspaper. But even the larg­
er image of the University seems 
to be dimming under repeated Kai­
min editorial efforts to degrade 
and destroy human value systems. < 
DR. RALPH Y. McGINNIS 
Professor of Speech and 
Communication 
Director of Forensics
Forestry Dean 
Is Council Veep
UM Forestry School Dean Ar­
nold Bolle is the new Vice Presi­
dent of the National Council of 
Forestry School Executives.
All U.S. forestry schools are 
council members.
Dean Bolle was in Denver this 
week for a meeting of the Na­
tional Advisory Board on Public 
Lands.
AQUATIC INSOMNIACS
The Bureau of Fisheries says 
that fish do not sleep. At times 
they remain quiet in pools and 
streams.
pecially during fall quarter of your 
junior year, you must enthuse fre­
quently to and about the current 
editor. It is reported that he has 
something to say about his suc­
cessor. Play it cagey here; you 
must not appear to have more tal­
ent than he. No one wants to ap­
point or endorse someone who may 
outshine himself. Smile at the Pub 
Board people, Smile at the Faculty 
Adviser, Smile at the Existing Edi­
tor, and play it cool, kid, and then, 
OH! WHAT A GLORIOUS DAY, 
SMILE KID, FOR YOU ARE 
EDITOR.
Once the EDITOR, to hell with 
them all. Now you can etch your 
own portrait in the J School Hall 
of Fame Water Closet. It is dis­
gustingly important that everyone 
know how clever you are, so the 
editorial page must assume gigan­
tic proportions. Blase and factual 
news reporting performed with 
painstaking accuracy can wait for 
some less talented editor. You 
must attack the ten command­
ments, mothers, religion, extrem­
ists and other disgusting goodies. 
This leaves you free to endorse 
dirty Levis, hair-under-the-arms, 
four lettered words (best done 
when printed .on signs) and belly 
buttons (inverted ones only). 
Never under any circumstances 
should you endorse anything 
worthwhile. It is much easier to 
tear down than to build and al­
ways causes more excitement. And 
never, never, become tolerant or 
admit the possibility of another 
view. This would be termed demo­
cratic and is disgusting. But, by 
all means, KID, enjoy yourself, 
because in three quarters you are 
going to be a forgotten has-been, 
so SMILE KID, YOU ARE EDI­
TOR.
LARRY RILEY 
'Senior, Law
Traveling
Tuesday?
Gas Up and Check-up 
your car
Madison Street 
Chevron
•  LUBE JOB
•  BRAKES CHECKED
•  SNOW TIRES
•  OIL CHANGE
Howard’s
PIZZA
Best Quality 
at Lowest Prices 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•  17 DELICIOUS VARIETIES
•  FREE DELIVERY FOR ORDERS OVER $3.00
•  DELIVERIES MADE FROM 5 p.m. TO 1 a m.
Call 542-2011
Located in the Candle at the corner of Broadway and Ryman
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NorcTs Boys Show Offensive Strength
With UM Athletic Director Dr. 
Wally Schwank scheduled to at­
tend a Big Sky Conference meet­
ing in Bozeman early next week, 
and with the question of expansion 
bound to be discussed either in­
formally or as part of the pro­
ceedings, it only seems appropriate 
to express a few ideas on expan­
sion of the BSAC.
As of now, the Conference has 
six members, Montana, Montana 
State, Idaho, Idaho State, Weber 
State and Gonzaga, with only the 
first five participating in football.
Commissioner Jack Friel has in­
dicated that interest in joining the 
league has been expressed by sev­
eral schools. Although Friel has 
mentioned no schools specifically, 
it seems to be assumed by many 
that Portland State College and 
Arizona State College at Flagstaff 
(also known as Northern Arizona 
University) are among possible ap­
plicants. In fact, Portland State’s 
intentions have been made public 
during the past few months.
Portland State, it appears, might 
weaken a conference which has
For the Coeds
beautiful sorcery/... 
the Magic Motion 
fit of
S E A M LE S S
S U P R E M E
by
M O J U D ’
HOSIERY
Sheer, spell-binding 
fashion! It's in the 
exclusive, flattering,
Magic Motion fit at ankle 
and calf. With an 
enchanting lace top that 
helps stop garter runs.
In an amazing closer knit 
for greater snag resistance.
In colors that bewitch.
For fashion supreme... 
choose Seamless Supreme.
$1.35 pr.
Golds Rally to Nip WhitesSportlight
by
Bill Schwanke
ambitions to become strong. If the 
school’s 1965 football schedule is 
any indication of its strength on 
the gridiron (they lost to teams 
like Sacramento State, Lewis and 
Clark College, Western Washing­
ton and won rather unimpressive 
victories over Southern Oregon’ 
and Oregon Tech), it doesn’t seem 
that adding PSC to the Big Sky 
would benefit the conference.
Perhaps the best indication of 
Portland State’s compara t i ve  
strength came from its losses to 
Weber State, 6-74, and Idaho State, 
7-27. The Vikings’ game with Mon­
tana Thanksgiving Day should only 
add to this image.
The main reason that Northern 
Arizona should not be admitted 
concerns the problem of travel dis­
tance. When the Big Sky Confer­
ence was established, one of the 
purposes was to maintain a rela­
tively tight sphere of area within 
which the conference would op­
erate.
If the Big Sky members wish to 
expand the conference, and they 
certainly should and do, the logi­
cal move to make would be to 
the east, to the Dakota schools.
North Dakota, North Dakota 
State, South Dakota and South Da­
kota State have already proven 
their ability to compete in foot­
ball with BSAC member schools.
North Dakota State, currently 
ranked the number one small col­
lege team in the nation, has de­
feated Big Sky member Montana 
State.
North Dakota has also defeated 
Montana State this season, in ad­
dition to whipping Idaho State.
South Dakota and South Dakota 
State are the weaker of the four 
teams, but should be able to make 
their way in the BSAC. South Da­
kota has lost eight straight games 
since defeating Montana in its sea­
son opener.
South Dakota State’s only Big 
Sky opponent this season was 
Montana State, and the Bobcats 
came out ahead, 22-0. However, 
South Dakota State scored an easy 
30-14 victory over South Dakota.
The average enrollment of the 
four schools is close to 4,900, which 
compares favorably to the Big Sky 
average enrollment of 5,300.
Another item the Big Sky ath­
letic directors might be consider­
ing is the possible withdrawal of 
the University of Idaho from the 
conference, although any ideas the 
Vandals might have had along this 
line possibly were shot down by 
their 14-7 loss to Weber State two 
weeks ago.
It is imperative that before any 
new schools are admitted to the 
conference, the persons consider­
ing applications must first deter­
mine what these schools might 
contribute in the way of strength­
ening the BSAC, rather than 
blindly accepting new members as 
a means of expanding size without 
consideration of quality.
We aim to keep your 
dependable electric 
and natural gas 
service your biggest
bargain.
i»w w gwx//»otw aus««s
The Montana Grizzlies Gold 
unit bounced back from a one- 
point deficit last night to nip 
the Whites, 94-90 after the first 
two halves of a brisk three-half 
workout.
In the extra half of play, the 
Golds swamped the Whites, 50- 
22.
After trailing 46-45 at the end 
of the first half, the Golds quickly 
took command in the second stan­
za and marched to a lead in ex­
cess of 10 points. The Whites 
fought back, nearly tying the 
score several times.
Classy guard play by letterman 
Gary Peck and transfers John 
(Doc) Holliday and Art Davis, 
coupled with an outstanding per­
formance at center by senior John 
Quist, sparked the Gold attack.
IM Volleyball
TODAY
4 p.m.
Field One—Miller Hall vs. Noc­
turnals
Field Two—AKL Colonials vs. 
Nads
Field Three—Blue Wave vs. 
Ramblers
Field Four—Foresters vs. Voo 
Doos
5 p.m.
Field One—Uglers vs. Vapors 
Field Two—Spastics vs. Wesley 
Field Three—SX vs. PDT 
Field Four—TX vs. SN 
Yesterday’s Results 
PDT def. SAE 
SX def. TX 
SPE def. PSK 
SN def. ATO 
Voo Doos def. Vapors 
Ramblers def. AKL Colonials 
Uglers def. Wesley 
Spastics def. Foresters
Quist and Peck saw action for 
both units during the fray.
Norm Clark was a consistent 
shooter for the Golds, leading 
scoring with 21 points. The other 
Gold forward, senior Ed Samelton, 
was second high for his team 
with 16 points.
Peck hit nine for the Golds and 
11 for the Whites, while Holliday 
scored 14 and Davis 10 for the
Westrum New 
Mets Manager
NEW YORK (AP)—Wes West- 
rum, a .217 hitter as a major 
league catcher, was given the job 
yesterday of trying to get the New 
York Mets out of the National 
League cellar.
Westrum, the interim manager 
since Casey Stengel fractured his 
left hip last July 25, was named 
the Mets’ manager in a unanimous 
vote of the board of directors.
Westrum was given a one-year 
contract.
Westrum, who will be 43 Nov. 
28, took over from Stengel in his 
second year as a Met coach. Pri­
or to that he spent six years on the 
San Francisco coaching staff.
Golds. Quist poured through 17 
for the Whites and two for the 
Golds.
High scorer for the Whites was 
senior forward Bill Sullivan with 
18. He was followed by Quist’s 17, 
Gene Williams with 12, and Gordy 
Zillges, Mike Persha and Peck 
with il each.
Both teams were hot from the 
field, with the Golds tallying on 
39 of 74 field goals for a .527 
percentage and the Whites scor­
ing on 38 of 73 for .521.
The Golds outrebounded the 
Whites, 39-35.
Golds (94) — Hughes 6, Samel­
ton 16, Peck 9, Holliday 14, Davis 
10, Biletnikoff 8, Clark 21, Schil- 
ke 8 and Quist 2.
Whites (90) — Williams 12, Sul­
livan 18, Levknecht 10, Carpenter, 
Quist 17, Zillges 11, Persha 11 and 
Peck 11.
MEN’S GYM HOURS SET
The Men’s Gym on the UM 
campus will be open for studenl 
use during the following hour: 
this weekend: Saturday, 9 a.m. tc 
5 p.m.; Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
During Thanksgiving vacation, 
the gym will be open on the fol­
lowing schedule: Friday and Sat­
urday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Sunday, 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
COLD STORAGE LOCKERS
BEEF—Cut and Wrapped
PRODUCE—3 Doz. Eggs_____ _ ____ 95c
GAME PROCESSING
Brooks Street Lockers
230% Brooks Street
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Versalles Voted Most Valuable
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL 
(AP)—Zoilo Versalles, who leaped 
out of Minnesota Manager Sam 
Mele’s doghouse last spring to fire 
the Twins to the American League 
pennant, was named yesterday as 
the loop’s most valuable player.
Complete 
Mechanical 
Service 
WINTER TIRES
2 for 
$26.66 
With Exchange
☆
ANTI-FREEZ 
GET YOUR 
WINTER TIRES
EARLY!
Gary’s Conoco
2125 S. Higgins
LIBERTY 
t BOWLING CENTER
NEW LANES 
OPENING SOON
Winning the highest individual 
honor a baseball player can re­
ceive climaxed an effort by Ver- 
sales to wipe out the embarrass­
ment of a $300 fine imposed last 
April by Mele when the peppery 
shortstop challenged the manager’s 
authority.
There was only one bystander 
happier about Versalles’ selection 
than Mele.
That was Twins Coach Billy 
Martin,* who made Versalles his 
personal project during the 1965 
season. He spent hours talking to 
the sometimes temperamental star, 
pushing him to exert himself.
Faculty Bowling
W L Tot.
Bus. Office 2 17 7 23
Education 16% 7% 21%
Bus. Office 1 14 10 19
Chem-Pharm 13 11 19
Journalism 13% 10% 17%
Library 12 12 17
Botany-Forest. 12 12 17
Air Science 12 12 15
Phy. Ed. 12 12 15
Physical Plant 11 13 14
Bus. Ad. 11 13 . 14
High Individual Game—Hodges,
Education, 211; Lory, Chem-Pharm 
210; Dugan, Journalism, 207.
High Team Game — Journalism, 
846; Education, 843; Journalism, 
797.
High Individual Series — Mur­
phy, Business Office 1, 581; Dugan, 
Journalism, 576; Hodges, Educa­
tion, 541.
High Team Series — Journalism, 
2,430; Education, 2,300; Business 
Office 2, 2,288.
For
Thanksgiving
Get Your Goodies 
at the
Broadway
Market
Fine Foods 
Delicacies
Tip Runners 
To Compete
Montana Grizzly runners Doug 
Brown and Fred Friesz will com­
pete in the NCAA Cross Country 
Championships in Lawrence, Kan., 
Monday.
Brown won the Big Sky Con­
ference cross country title Satur­
day in Spokane. Friesz placed 
third for the second consecutive 
year.
Although Brown has been picked 
by many as the favorite to win 
the six.mile race, Coach Harry 
Adams indicated yesterday that 
there are many runners who are 
capable of beating him.
There will be a maximum of 287 
racers, representing 53 schools.
Last year’s winner, Elmore Ban- 
ton of Ohio U, will compete along 
with last year’s runnerup, Bill 
Clark of Notre Dame.
Others who will test Brown are 
Dave Wighton, Colorado; John 
Lawson, Kansas; Chris Westman, 
Washington State, and Eamon 
O’Reilly, Georgetown University, 
winner of the ICAA title last 
weekend.
Three days after the NCAA 
meet, Brown and Friesz will travel 
to Wichita, Kan., to compete in the 
USTFF Cross Country Champion­
ships. Fred Friesz—BSAC Third Place
M-State Spy Tags Irish 
As ‘Hostile, Agile, Mobile’
EAST LANSING, Mich (AP)— 
“Hostile, agile, mobile.”
That’s the unnerving tag put on 
Notre Dame’s football team by 
Michigan State’s chief spy, Burt 
Smith.
“They’ll run you to death and 
then, when your tongue is hanging 
out, they’ll explode that big bomb,’’ 
added the man who scouted the 
Fighting Irish for the game with 
the No. 1 ranked Spartans in South 
Bend, Ind., Saturday.
“They have a big, tough team 
with wonderful personnel. They’re 
much like our team—good passing 
and running and strong on rush­
ing defense.
“I think the game will go to the 
team that makes the fewest mis­
takes.”
Smith, former freshman coach 
who is now assistant to Athletic 
Director Biggie Munn, scouted the 
Irish in the two games allowed 
under Big Ten rules. He saw them 
against Pittsburgh and last week 
against North Carolina.
Smith said he wouldn’t be sur­
prised if Coach Ara Paraseghian 
of the Irish pulled some new, 
tricky stuff such as the double 
wing formation used in beating 
Michigan State 34-7 last year.
Smith said Notre Dame would 
have the advantage of greater 
backfield striking power with four 
top runners in Bill Wolski, Nicky 
Eddy, Bill Zloch and Larry Conjar.
IM Bowling
TOMORROW
10 a.m.
1-2—Craig 5 vs. Rams 
3-4—Craig 2 vs. Romans 
5-6—Gronks vs. Nads 
12:30 pan.
1-2—Craig 4 vs. Craig 1 
3-4—Wesley vs. Craig 3 
5-6—SN vs. SPE 
3:30 p.m.
1-2—PSK vs. PDT 
3-4—SAE vs. SX 
5-6—TX vs. ATO
tTT ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼ ▼  W'TVTVTT
Gordon’s 
Union 76
— is featuring —
DELCO-REMY 
SHOCK ABSORBERS 
For $10.40 Each 
(Installed)
1020 Brooks 542-2851
QUALITY PORTRAITS
by Shirley and A1 Ham
(former owners of Alan Shirley)
— Black and White or Natural Color —
Specializing in student portraits and activities, 
dances, etc.
Shirley & A1 Ham
Behind Dickinson’s Music Co. 
1815 Holburn
Highway 93 South—3-7758
GREYHOUND
ANNOUNCES
BARGAIN
FARES
"D IS C O V E R  A M E R IC A ”
T R A V -L -P A S S
F o r  o n ly99
You can tra v e l an y w here, 
everywhere in the U.S.A. for 
up to  9 9  days. Criss cross, 
b o rd er to  bo rd er, co a st to  
coast Make a circle tr ip . . .  all 
for only $99.
"D IS C O V E R  A M E R IC A ”
F A M IL Y  P L A N
You pay regular low Greyhound 
fare. Big discounts for other 
members of the family.
"D IS C O V E R  A M E R IC A ”
D IS C O U N T  P L A N
S4VE50%
o n  re tu rn  t r ip  w h e n  y o u  
b u y  a  r o u n d - tr ip  t ic k e t .
For complete details call or visit 
GREYHOUND TERMINAL
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Anthony Quinn Said Perfect 
In 4Zorba the Greek’ Part
By GENE ENRICO 
Kaimin Movie Reviewer
“Anthony Quinn is ‘Zorba the Greek’,” scream the movie ads. 
They are absolutely right; Quinn is perfect in his part, although 
it is the same part he has been playing for years (the Italian 
carnival strong man in “La Strada,” the longshoreman in “View 
from the Bridge,” and Barbaras). His latest variation is a 
hard-laughing, hard-drinking, hard-loving Cretan philosopher 
who gives dancing lessons. Even though Quinn is supported 
by several outstanding performances—Lila Kedrova as a sadly 
aging strumpet and Alan Bates as an uninitiated English heir 
—his intense character study of Zorba towers over the rest of 
the cast.
Although the film is quite long (142 minutes), Zorba never 
loses his audience. The film’s pace is partly because of writer- 
producer-director Michael Cacoyannis’ flare for the sensation­
al. In one scene, for example, a helpless woman (Irene Papas) 
is both stoned and stabbed outside a church in which a funeral 
is taking place.
“Zorba” also contains some strong social comment. Perhaps 
it is an attack on an environment in which ordinary values be­
come twisted and distorted, resulting in contempt for religion 
and equasion of sex and love. But perhaps it is an endorse­
ment.
KUFM
Schedule
r: 15—U nion Voices
off: C oncertos 1 and 4—Liszt: 
H ungarian  F antasia  
):00—KUFM Special R eport 
):05—New s F inal and  Sign Off
i B ack Fence
7:45—T uesday  O pera: W agner: 
F ly ing  D utchm an 
10:00—KUFM  Special R eport 
10:05—N ew s F inal and  s ig n  Oi 
KUFM w ill n o t b roadcast du rin
CALLING V
TODAY
Montana Foram, 12 noon, Terri­
torial Rooms 4 and 5.
SATURDAY
Miss UM Candidates, 3 p. m., 
Music Recital Hall.
SUNDAY
Wesley Foundation, 5 p.m., Rev. 
Hugh Herbert, “The German Phoe­
nix: Dietrich Bonhoeffer.” 
MONDAY
John F. Kennedy Memorial serv­
ice, 7:30 a.m., Wesley Foundation.
News From Other IPs  ̂ Jackie’s Merle < 
Norman Cosmetic* 
: Studio j 
: < 
l Just Received <
► i  
* Lovely Natural Fur ◄
and ◄► 4
’ Human Hair ◄  
l Eyelashes ◄  
’ For the Holidays ◄  
1 Open 9-9 Fridays  ̂
9-5 Mon.-Thurs. ◄  
4
Phone 549-3611 J 
125 W. Main 4 ◄
University of Colorado—“Coin- professor and course ratings sold 
less” pay phones are located in out within two hours after it went 
the residence halls for use of stu- on sale. The “Critique” ratings 
dents who wish to make collect were the result of 6000 question- 
calls, credit card calls, or calls naires completed last spring and 
charged to third telephones. Also, calculated for actual statistical rat- 
students wishing to call any local ings of courses and the professors 
number besides a campus exten- who instruct them. There were 
sion may dial 9 and then the local rumors that some of the profs were 
number. considering legal action for some 
Brigham Young University — A of the comments made about them 
freshman from Pennsylvania, Rog- in the booklet, 
er Francis, added a new twist to Colorado State University — 
campus protest methods. His form There is a six per cent overload of 
of rebellion was the burning of his dormitory capacity for CSU men. 
student activity card. There are 144 men living in triple 
University of Washington — room situations in the campus dor-
Reprints From Your
Sentinel Pictures
At Photofinishing Prices
20 Wallets Matte or Gloss . .  11.50
31/2 x 5 Gloss . . . . . . .  $ .10
SV2 x 5 M atte ........................................ .  $ .13
5 x 7  M atte ................................................ .  $ .60
8x10 Matte ................................................ .  $1.00
11 x 14 M atte ........................................ .  $1.75
QUALITY OILS
5x 7 or 8 x 1 0 ................................ .  $ 5.00
1 1 x 1 4 ........................................................ .  *17.00
ALL OTHER SIZES AT COMPARABLE PRICES
CATLIN’S
Former Vice President Dies 
From Nerve-Muscle Ailment
DANBURY, Conn. (AP)—Henry 
Agard Wallace, 77, died. He had 
been a New Deal Cabinet member, 
vice president, candidate for pres­
ident and controversial crusader 
for “the more abundant life.”
Memories of many a strange po­
litical joust came flooding back 
across the nation when the shy, 
gray-haired, rather mystic man 
died Thursday in Danbury Hos­
pital, two hours after he was 
rushed there from his farm in 
South Salem, N. Y.
Doctors gave the cause of death 
as a stoppage of the breathing 
function due to a nerve-muscle ail­
ment and hardening of body tis-
A political maverick from the 
soil of Iowa, Wallace joined and 
quit three political parties in his 
lifetime — Republican, Democratic 
and Progressive.
White-hot criticism centered on
him in 1948 when he was the Pro­
gressive party candidate for presi­
dent. He was accused of being a 
captive of Communists. He denied 
he was a Marxist of any sort, and 
lived to see himself listed by Mos­
cow as among “the enemies of 
mankind.”
Wallace got only 1,157,000 votes 
in 1948 and failed to carry a state. 
Harry S. Truman was elected.
Criticism was no new thing to 
Wallace. He was attacked as a de­
stroyer of hard-won wealth when, 
as Franklin D. Roosevelt’s secre 
-tary of agriculture in the depres­
sion-ridden 1930s, he applied farm 
production curbs that included 
plowing up crops and slaughter of 
little pigs.
He replied that these were only 
temporary measures necessitated 
by industry’s action in “plowing 
millions of workers into the 
streets.”
NOW
THERE ARE TWO 
Sharief Pizza Bugs
to give you
Faster and More Immediate 
Delivery
The Sharief Pizza Bug
•  16 VARIETIES AVAILABLE ON SPECIAL ORDER
•  IMMEDIATE FREE DELIVERY
•  RADIO DISPATCHED
•  7 VARIETIES AVAILABLE FOR 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SHARIEF PIZZA PARLOR
1106 W. Broadway Phone 543-7312
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Student Users of 'Pep Pills’ Cautioned
By PAULA LATHAM 
Kalmin Reporter
Friday you have a paper due 
and two important exams. You 
haven’t studied yet, so you’re go­
ing to try to get some pills from 
4*a guy” to keep you awake all 
Thursday night. STOP! THINK!
Granted, loss of one night’s sleep 
won’t make too great a difference 
to you, but this could be the be­
ginning of a dependence upon 
drugs.
A student without an organized 
study program may be forced to 
resort to “stay-awake” drugs often. 
Drug use may become a habit. 
Strong stimulants, such as Benze­
drine and Dexedrine, are drugs 
which are habit-forming in them­
selves and have little connection 
with school pressures once the
habit is formed.
However, some of these pills 
contain only caffein as a stimulap.t. 
They are said to be as “safe” as 
coffee. No prescription is needed 
to obtain these pills.
When asked about the sale of 
these pills, Nelson Fritz of the As­
sociated Students’ Store said, 
“There has been the usual increase 
in sales of the pills in the past two 
weeks, but it may be attributed to 
the fact that it’s the busy time of 
the quarter.”
He added that students have 
complained of sluggishness and 
other after effects from them, 
however.
Stronger stimulants . are more 
difficult to obtain. They are in­
tended for use only under a doc­
tor’s care. The American Medical
Association has even warned doc­
tors and druggists that prescrip­
tions for such drugs are not to be 
refilled indefinitely. In large cities 
the sale of them is becoming part 
of the business of crime syndicates. 
UM students also must obtain them 
through illegal means.
Sale of these drugs is restricted 
because of their nature. In Time 
Magazine, July 2, 1965, it is said, 
“The use of stimulant ampheta­
mines (“bennies”, or “goofballs”) 
can lead to addiction and with­
drawal sickness as well.”
Dr. Robert B. Curry, director of 
the UM Student Health Service, 
said eastern colleges have a defi­
nite drug problem and referred to 
the article titled “The Question of 
Pot” in the Oct. issue of Moderator 
magazine.
Book Says Jesus Planned His Life 
To Fulfill Old Testament Prophecies
LONDON (AP)—A controver­
sial new book claiming that Jesus 
planned his own crucifixion is dis­
turbing many churchmen of all 
denominations in Britain.
The book-titled “The Pass-over 
Plot”—suggests that Jesus, believ­
ing himself to be the promised 
Messiah, schemed throughout his 
life to manipulate people so that
Our Supplies 
Include
•  Generator Sets
•  Speedometers
•  Cyclometers
•  Lights
•  Homs
•  Brackets
•  Saddle Bags
•  Balsa Wood
•  Flying Model Kits
•  Ready-to-Fly Plastic 
Planes
•  Supplies and Acces­
sories
LUCKY’S
BICYCLE SHOP
2021 S. Higgins 
Phone 3-3331
the Old Testament prophecies 
would he fulfilled.
The writer is Dr. Hugh J. Schon- 
field, a Jewish scholar living in 
London, well-known for his mod­
ern translation of the New Testa­
ment and some 30 commentaries on 
Biblical history.
Published here by Hutchinson, 
the book will appear in the United 
States when negotiations over the 
rights are concluded.
Schonfield, 64, says he subscribes 
to no religious creed himself 
though he believes in God as pure 
spirit. He insists he has written his 
book not to create a sensation but 
in an honest search for truth. His 
claims, he says, are the result of 
more than 40 years of research.
” Nightmarish Conception 
Writing of the events of Passion 
Week, Schonfield says:
“A conspiracy had to be organ­
ized of which the victim himself 
was the principal instigator. It was 
a nightmarish conception and un­
dertaking, the outcome of the 
frightening logic of a sick mind 
or a genius. And it worked out.” 
According to Schonfield, Jesus 
knew the church had to be founded 
on fulfillment of prophecies, so he 
planned that fulfillment in the 
minutest detail.
He timed the plan for his appar­
ent death so that he would be cru­
cified on Friday, knowing that be­
cause of the Jewish Sabbath he 
would be taken down from the 
cross within a few hours. 
Schonfield claims:
—The vinegar passed to Jesus 
on a sponge was really a drug 
passed by an accomplice, enabling 
him to simulate death, so his legs 
would not be broken like those of 
the two thieves crucified with him. 
The blood that flowed from his 
side showed he was still living, 
Schonfield claims.
—The linens and spices used to 
wrap his body acted as dressings 
for his injuries. He probably 
briefly recovered consciousness af­
ter being laid in the tomb, but suc­
cumbed from the soldier’s lance 
wound in his side. His body was 
secretly taken away and buried. 
Leaving the mystery of the empty 
tomb.
Throughout, Schonfield seems 
anxious to avoid appearing,an an­
ti-Christian propagandist. He in­
sists nothing can be proved either 
way. And, in arguing that Jesus 
did not die on the cross and that 
his resurrection was part of a pre­
arranged plan, he insists there was 
no deliberate untruth in the wit­
ness of Christ’s followers.
Public Comment Wtihheld
Neither was there any fraud on 
the part of Jesus himself, Schon­
field says.
“He had schemed in faith for his 
physical recovery, and what he ex­
pected was frustrated by circum­
stances beyond his control,” Schon­
field writes.
Church leaders in Britain have 
thus far withheld public comment 
on the book. Two Church of Eng­
land priests who read it said they 
took it seriously although they 
disapproved.
Scores of earnest churchgoers 
wrote to the newspapers, mostly in 
condemnation of the book.
STYLE FOR STREETS
In a successful effort to improve 
the appearance of streets and 
urban areas, many cities in North 
America are installing specially 
designed new street light poles. 
Made entirely of stainless steel, 
the one-piece poles will retain 
their gleaming appearance for 
decades and require no painting.
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COLLEGE MASTER
“However,” he said, “the most 
difficult drug problem here is the 
use of stimulants such as bennies. 
Several students have been in to 
see me and requested drugs to 
keep them awake to study. I can­
not prescribe things for them, but 
I’d rather have them ask me about 
these drugs than ask others and 
perhaps obtain them illegally.”
Food and Drug Commissioner 
George P. Larrick was quoted in 
the Sept. 25, 1964 issue of Science 
magazine. He said, “Truck drivers 
use pep pills to stay awake and 
barbiturates to counteract the ling­
ering effects.” Thus, a double de­
pendence is developed.
Dr. Curry explained the effects 
of strong stimulant drugs. He said, 
“The pills pep up a person. He be­
comes extremely wide-awake, at­
tentive, nervous, high-strung and 
is inclined to make snap judgments 
—right or wrong. He becomes hy­
per-active. However, when this ef­
fect wears off, he becomes lethar­
gic.”
An extreme case of this hyper­
activity was reported in the Feb. 
. 17, 1965 issue of Christian Century. 
The article, titled “Blame Pep Pills 
for Murder,” cited the case in 
which three Chicago teenagers rob­
bed and killed a 66-year-old man 
and explained, “The pills made us 
do it.”
In the same article was this 
statement. “Psycniatrists say that 
while no drug will induce murder, 
some drugs destroy normal con­
trols over emotions and actions.”
Moderator for Oct. 1965 stated, 
“At a leading Canadian school the 
death of two students, and the 
hospitalization of a third, followed 
the final exam period. The cause 
of death was an overdose of stim­
ulants.”
Dr. Curry said, “Stimulants used 
in studying, or cramming I should 
say, can cause severe physical and 
mental exhaustion after prolonged
Some athletes also take pep pills 
before games or competitions. 
When asked about these pills, Dr. 
Curry said, “The only thing such 
pills do is give the athlete a false 
sense of superlative performance 
or make him believe he is doing 
better than he really-is.”
The solution to the pep pill prob­
lem does not lie solely with fed­
eral control over drug sales as 
provided in the Dodd bill. Such 
drug use is an individual thing.
As Dr. Curry said, “Students 
break laws to obtain these drugs 
and use them, only to stay awake 
at night and be dead tired and 
foggy-minded in the morning be­
fore their tests.” Wherein does the 
value lie?
Perfectly interpreted with 
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Missile Lead ReducedMike Meets Only One Day 
With Andrei Kaimin Columnist
On Viet Nam
MOSCOW (AP)—U.S. Senate 
Majority Leader Mike Mansfield 
and Soviet Foreign Minister An­
drei Gromyko examined, in a 
lengthy talk yesterday the Viet 
Nam problem, chief obstacle to 
improvement in relations between 
the United States and Russia.
Mansfield arrived in Moscow 
Wednesday to sound out Soviet 
leaders. With him at the Gromyko 
meeting were four other U.S. sen­
ators. They already have discussed 
Viet Nam with President Charles 
de Gaulle, who like the Kremlin 
disapproves of present U.S. policy 
in Southeast Asia, and with Polish 
Foreign Minister Adam Rapacki.
Mansfield and the Soviet gov­
ernment declined to make public 
details the talks at the Foreign 
Ministry, which lasted 2 hours and 
20 minutes.
The senatorial group which will 
stay in Moscow two more days, is 
understood to be seeking a meet­
ing with Premier Alexi N. Kosy­
gin.
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D- 
Maine, one of the group, told his 
Washington office by telephone 
that the senators will meet with 
Kosygin Friday.
The secrecy surrounding the 
U.S. mission indicates the delicacy 
of the Viet Nam situation for the 
two great powers. The Soviet Un­
ion fears any attempt to reach an 
understanding with the United 
States might be judged treachery 
by some other Communist Nations. 
Red China loudly insists that the 
Kremlin is selling out the world 
revolutionary movement to con­
centrate on improving living con­
ditions at home.
You might remember her with a card to prove you do care 
enough to send the very best. Or wire flowers. And see here, 
a Scabb’s drugstore sale—a Thanksgiving Sale! Hmmmn. How 
about a walkie talkie set or some Lustrex toothpaste. Or . . . 
hey, here is a toilet seat for $2.49. Aren’t you glad it is Thanks­
giving in America. Glad that you may buy such thoughtful 
gifts for your loved ones. Because you care. Because you are 
thankful.
And pumpkin pie. Fortunate Hall’oween is close to Thanks­
giving—how else could the farmers unload all those pumpkins? 
Have you ever seen so many turkeys? Tom turkeys and hen 
turkeys. Good thing all America loves turkey. It is traditional 
you know. Americans like cranberry sauce too. It is just as 
American, as traditional, as cornbread. Or freedom. That is one 
of the things for which we are most thankful the textbooks 
say. Thankful for the freedom to pray when and where we 
choose. So thankful that we sometimes bum churches.
Thankful we are for the freedom of speech. So thankful that 
we demand the dismissal of whomever disagrees with our 
views. Thankful for the freedom of our schools. So thankful 
that we allow a clot of narrow-minded, stuffy and hypocritical 
administrators to chase away the better teaching minds to 
other schools, other salaries. Thankful for our individualism. 
So thankful that we allow potential women to be locked inside 
brick playpens like so many teething infants. Thankful for 
strong, healthy bodies. So thankful that we paint them, pad 
them, squeeze and stretch them to the conformities of society’s 
whims. So thankful that we sniff glue, guzzle booze and drag 
cigarettes. Thankful for peace. So thankful that we ship fine 
bodies and good minds to fight an almost inexplicable war far 
away from home and sense.
In 1621 the Pilgrim Fathers first celebrated harvest Thanks­
giving to thank God for the mercies of the closing year. And 
they had something for which to be thankful. They had enough 
food to eat, homes and families to protect and love, a vast new 
land to explore and enjoy.
The textbooks say the Pilgrims worked under great duress 
for their bounties in life. What have we worked so hard for
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15. APPLIANCE REPAIRS
that we deserve a three-day holiday? What have we accom­
plished so great, so humane that we might sit back and pat 
our bellies with contentment? The retailers in town are happy 
that it is Thanksgiving because we buy their goods which are 
offered under the guise of holiday spirit. Must we have mate­
rial objects to express, to realize our thankfulness? Must we 
be given one special day in which to appreciate our existence, 
our homes, our families, our material wealth? Why must 
America be thankful only one day? Why must a fat old turkey 
symbolize our satisfaction? Why must we swallow cranberries 
by the bushel along with gulps of propaganda that all is right, 
good, true and blue with the Motherland?
Thank God it is Thanksgiving. Yes, little people of America, 
it is the time to be thankful again. Time to nm out to the 
stores and buy, buy, buy. Time to eat and gorge, eat and gorge.
Be thankful. Rejoice. Send cards, send flowers. Crowd into 
the churches. Wear that new hat and fine-feathered dress with 
aplomb, baby. Lift those pious faces and smile at the nice 
people. You are in America and it is Thanksgiving. Tomorrow 
is another day.
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Institute Says Soviet 
Warheads Superior
LONDON (AP)—The Institute 
of Strategic Studies said Friday 
the Soviet Union now has strategic 
nuclear missiles with far greater 
killing power than anything in the 
United States arsenal.
The institute also said, in its 
annual review of world military 
power, that the Russians reduced 
the American lead in numbers of 
strategic missiles by 25 per cent 
during 1965.
The institute is a private inter­
national center for research on de­
fense, world security and disarma­
ment. It has an international coun­
cil drawn from 13 countries, with 
research associates in Britain, 
Canada, West Germany, India and 
the United States.
The review, published Friday, 
suggested the Warsaw Pact pow­
ers are paying a lot less money for 
their military power than the 
Western alliance nations.
The institute said the Russians 
now have an intercontinental bal­
listic missile with an estimated 
warhead power of more than 30 
megatons. A megaton is equal to 
the explosive force of one million 
tons of TNT.
The main weapons of the U.S. 
strategic missile arsenal are the 
Minuteman and the Polaris, both 
of which have capacities of around 
one megaton. There are also 54 
Titan 2s with estimated warheads 
of from five to 18 megatons.
The U.S. lead over the Soviet 
Union, 4-1 in early 1965, was re­
duced to 3-1, the institute said, by 
the scrapping of some obsolete 
missiles, like the Atlas, and by a
40 per cent increase in Soviet op­
erational ICBM’s.
Numbers of troops in the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization and 
the Warsaw Pact alliance declined 
slightly during the year, the re­
view noted, to about 2.9 million 
each. At the same time there was a 
slight tendency in both to reduce 
the length of military service.
Soviet strategic affairs from 
October 1964 to October 1965, the 
institute said, were dominated by 
the fall of Premier Nikita Khrush­
chev and the introduction of “a 
number of new types of missile, 
indicating progress particularly in 
large solid-fuelled missiles and the 
development of an antiballistic 
missile.”
Assorted
Beverages
We will be open 
Thanksgiving and 
Christmas for your 
convenience
Holiday Greetings!
OLSON’S HOURS: 
Sunday-Thursday 
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. 
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8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Olson’s Grocery
2105 South Higgins
skis . . . best aid 
to education
1 1 2 5 0
There’s no easier, faster way to learn to 
ski. Standards are so responsive, so for­
giving, you can take the short course at 
the ski school of your choice . . . then 
ride them happily for years longer. 
Priced for young budgets at 112.50. 
Charge it to you Preferred Student Ac­
count.
SKI SHACK . . . street floor
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'Get S m a r t 9Man Gets Rich
HOLLYWOOD (AP)—“My wife 
thinks I really am Maxwel l  
Smart,'’ laments comedian Dan 
Adams, who plays the title' role 
in the biggest hit of the new tele­
vision season, “Get Smart.”
In the series, which is the sole 
new show to make the hallowed 
top 10 in audience ratings, Adams 
rTTYVTTVTVTTTTrrVVVT^
l SAVE ON
DRUG
invites you for
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"jJr Chicken-Fried 
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French Fries 
YV Salad 
YV Roll 
■{$■ Coffee 
ONLY 99*
12 Noon to 8 p.n
plays an all-thumbs secret agent, 
the kind that could make James 
Bond cry U.N.CJJJE.
“My wife could be right,” Adams 
sighed. “I’m the kind of a guy 
who is always knocking over wa­
ter glasses and running out of 
gasoline. Whenever I do some­
thing like that, my wife says, 
‘You’re Maxwell Smart, all right’.”
The external evidence seemed to 
bear him out. When he arrived 
for lunch at the Brown Derby, he 
was catching a cold. He ordered 
scrambled eggs and burned bacon. 
Burned bacon?
“That’s right,” he confided.
B. F. Goodrich 
Tires
to Fight Old Man 
Winter
•  Tires •  Batteries
Chuck’s Texaco
2000 S. Higgins
10% OFF
to U of M Students
The Office Supply Co.
115 W. Broadway
“Across from Bus Depot”
“That’s the only way you can 
really get it crisp. Only rarely 
does some smart-aleck chef really 
burn it.”
The bacon arrived—burned.
Despite occasional mishaps, 
Adams has had a good time of it 
in his chosen profession. Bom 
Donald James Yarmy in New York 
City 38 years ago, he started writ­
ing comedy material while work­
ing as a commercial artist. His 
stuff clicked with the better com­
ics, and Don decided to deliver 
some of it himself. He started 
climbing after winning on Arthur 
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts show.
“For seven or eight years, I- ap­
peared on more television variety 
shows than any other stand-up 
comic,” he said.
Bouncing back and forth be­
tween both coasts and playing 
night clubs all over, Adams found 
himself a rich gypsy. He was about 
to abandon performing for a car­
eer in production when he was 
cast for “The Bill Dana Show.” 
A spin-off series was planned for 
him as the bumbling house detec­
tive, but the show was canceled 
before that happened.
Then came “Get Smart.”
ENOUGH SAID 
WINIFRED (AP) — A si 
posted on a road near this c 
tral Montana town says: 1 
trespassing. Survivors will 
prosecuted.”
Light-Fingered Thief Rolls Out the Red Carpet-
CHARLESTON, W. Va. (AP) — bright-red, 25-foot aisle carpet.
A light-fingered soul paid a brief The rug, valued at $40, had 
visit to Soul’s Harbor Mission here been rolled up from the altar to 
and departed with the mission’s the door for cleaning purposes.
DON’T MISS OUR
SPECTACULAR
SALE
You know our sales are 
really sales — and now all 
fall merchandise is off
. . . coats, dresses, sweaters, 
skirts, pants. This sale 
last long—so hurry to
REMEMBER—
YOU CAN CHARGE 
IT AT THE DAISY
TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT!
SAUNA is a rital of cleansing 
through perspiration —-relaxa­
tion through heat — stimulation 
via cold water. Tension disap­
pears and the skin is cleansed 
in a way no ordinary bathing 
can accomplish.
STUDENT RATE 
ONLY $1.25
I Complete Relaxation
I Mental and Physical 
Well Being
) Physical Fitness 
1 Cleanliness
Try It Today — You Won’t Be Sorry
SAUNA OF MISSOULA
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
1525 South Avenue West
Public and Private Rooms 
549-3971
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Cerebration in Sports and the Arts Compared
By BRIAN SHARKEY 
Assistant Professor of Health and 
Physical Education 
(Editor’s Note: Are athletes neces­
sarily clods as compared to those 
who pursue the arts? Dr. Sharkey 
considers sports and the arts and 
their academic implications In an 
essay submitted to the Kaimin as 
“an attempt to better relate the 
discipline of Physical Education to 
the academic community.”)
Sports and the arts are deeply 
rooted in most of our lives. Many 
of us are active in recreational and 
competitive athletics, many pur­
sue one or several of the fields col­
lectively labeled the arts, and some 
are active in—and thoroughly en­
joy—portions of both categories. 
These fields are similar in that one 
may participate actively on a num­
ber of levels of proficiency or in­
actively as a spectator or listener.
Generally the respective areas 
coexist in grand style, enriching 
lives in many ways. However, 
when considered academically, or 
with some regard for the impor­
tance of their respective contribu­
tions to life and society, the arts 
are suddenly elevated to the pin­
nacle of cerebration, i.e., genius, 
while sports decline to little more 
than tolerated games for slackers 
and those weak of mind. Let us 
consider for a moment some simi­
larities and differences in sports
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and the arts in order to better 
judge the classification.
Classical ballet involves the 
learning of complex motor skills 
and the performance of same to 
the rhythm of the suite. Non-clas­
sical basketball also involves the 
leading of complex motor skills 
and the performance of same—un­
der constantly changing conditions 
—to the rhythm imposed by the 
system of offense and the quality 
of defense. A Nijinsky or Nureyev 
need not be more physically skilled 
than the all-pro selection. Does 
the art necessarily require a higher 
level of intelligence?
The sculptor derives kinesthetic 
and visual satisfaction from the 
creative work that results from his 
exceptional neuromuscular skills. 
The skier derives similar satisfac­
tion as he creates an impromptu 
variation of a theme in his rhy­
thmic encounter with snow, slope 
and scenery.
Actually, it might take as much 
intelligence to master and eventu­
ally teach the intricacies of the “I” 
and “T” formations as it does to 
successfully cope with the nuances 
of counterpoint and fugue. The 
point is that neither intelligence 
nor cultural significance can be as­
signed exclusively or in greater 
measure to sports or the arts. In 
fact, it could be argued that par­
ticipation and attendance figures 
as well as column inches in news­
papers favor the cultural impact 
of sports in our society.
If there is even the slightest bit
PARADISE LOST 
' BOSTON (AP)—School kids in 
Massachusetts didn’t know it, but 
for the past month they lived in 
a truant’s paradise. In a new law 
passed Sept. 26, there was no pro­
vision requiring children of any 
age to attend school.
But Gov. John A. Volpe ended 
that situation when he signed spe­
cial legislation restoring the man­
datory school attendance for chil­
dren between 7 and 16.
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of sense in the heretical utterances 
above, why then do we all con­
tinue to subscribe to the present 
set of connotations? Works of art 
are perceived visually and then 
integrated into meaningful experi­
ences in the higher brain centers. 
Music, received at first as impulses 
in the auditory nerve, becomes 
meaningful in a cognitive sense 
when measured against previous
New Steps Taken 
By Golf Fathers 
To End Dawdling
NEW YORK (AP) — U.S. golf 
fathers have taken steps to end 
yawn-provoking dawdling on the 
greens.
The aim is to put an end to 
rounds that take between four and 
five hours and speed up the game 
so that a round may be completed 
in three to three and one-half 
hours.
The U.S. Golf Association has 
announced that, effective Jan. 1, 
1966, there would be changes in 
’the controversial flagstick rule 
and rules affecting the cleaning 
of the ball on the greens.
The new rules:
1. A two-stroke penalty for hit­
ting an unattended flagstick from 
a single green.
The rule in 1964-65 called for 
a two-stroke penalty for hitting 
the stick from within 20 yards of 
the hole. This invariably called 
for measurements and delays.
2. A golfer must play continu­
ously on the green until he holes 
out.
The present rule specified that 
the golfer who was away should 
putt first. This also called for 
discussions and measurements to 
determine who was away.
3. A ball on the putting green 
may be lifted only once for clean­
ing and this must be done before 
the first stroke on the green.
The current rule permits lifting 
and cleaning before every stroke 
on the green. Thus a player might 
lift and clean the ball as many 
as three times before holing out.
The flagstick rule becomes a 
basic rule of golf. The latter two 
rules are authorized for local op­
tion. That means the rules are op­
tional to local directors.
DOLLARS AND PESOS
Both American and Spanish 
money are used in Porto Rico, 
but the American is the official 
currency.
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Meet Zorba—
A man who devours life 
as if it were a feast!
“QUINN PLAYS HIM TO 
HELLANGONE. HE IS 
THE FIRE OF LIFE 
ITSELF, A PIECE OF 
THE SUN IN THE 
SHAPE OF A MAN.”
—Time Magazine
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experiences stored in the C.N.S. 
Movement results in volleys of 
proprioceptive stimuli from the 
kinesthetic receptors. These im­
pulses are also integrated into sig­
nificant experiences that are no 
less important in the lives of men. 
What then has caused us to uncon­
sciously discriminate and auto­
matically assign a cephalo-caudal 
nomenclature to arts and sports?
A suggested answer is that the 
arts, as such, were never elevated 
above other areas in the minds 
and hearts of men. Rather the 
physical side of life was relegated 
to an inferior position due to the 
long, sterile debate on the alleged 
mind-body dichotomy. This ascetic 
outgrowth of Neo-Platonic philos­
ophy flowered in the <dark ages 
and became the non-Christ-like 
basis for some Christian dogma. 
The extreme ascetic reveled in a 
monastic mortification of the flesh 
toward the end of a closer union
with things spiritual. The earliest 
universities were founded and 
structured during the era of Chris­
tian asceticism, small wonder 
many contemporary educators 
have difficulty understanding the 
place of physical activity in higher 
education. Just as Gallileo rewrote 
the falling body theory, the collec­
tive notes of neuro-anatomy and 
neuro - physiology and at least 
physiological psychology combine 
to refute the dichotomy in favor of 
a monism uniting mind and body.
To argue the arts above sports, 
or to suggest the opposite seems 
unnecessary. Let them coexist and 
intermarry if they wish. The nu­
merous common elements in the 
arts and sports make separate des­
ignations seem somewhat academ­
ic. To suggest that the arts are by 
nature worth-while and sports es­
sentially frivilious is like saying 
all athletes are brutes and all art­
ists effeminate.
Musical program prior to 
most performances—Earl 
Miller at the mighty 
Wilma organ!
Showplace of Montana
W I L M A
Phone 543-7341
Your Music Headquarters 
this week features
Barbara Streisand—
“My Name Is Barbara, Two”
JER EYE’S
We Give Gold Bond Stamps
TODAY, M O N . & TUES. AT 8 p.m. Only
(Box Office Open at 6 •  Doors Open 7:15)
SAT. & SUN. AT 2 p.m. & 8 p.m.
(Box Office Open From 12 Noon)
TECHNICOLOR
Released by
U N IT E D  A R T I S T S
Prices for This Engagement Only:
General Admission --------------   $1.50
Students with Wilma Cards_____  $1.25
Children Under 12-------------------- 154
No Reserved Seats—No Passes
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UM Psychologist Probes Nerve Puzzle
By KAY MORTOtf 
Kaim in Associate Editor
A physiological psychologist, 
•commonly and often erroneously 
called a “rat” psychologist, doesn’t 
carry on his experimentation in 
an obscure, dark, dank corner of 
the psychology building.
Nor are his subjects deformed 
cats with wild eyes or gaunt, half- 
atarved rats with a vermin-in- 
tested look.
The 18 cats used in Dr. James 
M. Whitehouse’s project  are 
housed in the basement of the 
Health Sciences building and a 
Samantha, Honey III, Figaro or a 
Tanny Hill may jump out of his 
or her cage and land on your 
shoulder or scamper around the 
room as any good Tabby would do.
Three of the cast have brain 
electrodes implanted to enable Dr. 
Whitehouse to trace their brain 
waves. The animals seem oblivious 
to the electrical device and it ap­
pears to cause no more pain than
Nuclear Fallout 
May Effect 
Thyroid Glands
WASHINGTON (AP) — Gov­
ernment scientists have reported 
they are trying to determine if 
there is any link between nuclear 
iallout and preliminary evidence 
of unexplained wart-like forma­
tions in thyroid glands of young 
people in two towns near above­
ground test sites.
The Public Health Service said 
one inquiry involves 70 children 
and youths at St. George, Utah, 
which was experienced the na­
tion’s record, exposure to radio­
active fallout from past atmos­
pheric nuclear tests in Nevada.
The other involves 25 young­
sters at Safford, Ariz., generally 
considered to be about average 
for the country from the stand­
point of radiation exposure from 
the Nevada atmospheric tests.
St. George, in Utah’s Washing­
ton County, is about 200 miles 
from the test site. Safford is sev­
eral hundred miles farther away. 
Such above-ground tests are now 
banned by the limited test ban 
treaty.
U. S. Surgeon General William 
H. Stewart cautioned at a news 
conference that it’s not yet possi­
ble to assess the medical signifi­
cance of the findings.
He said such nodules—if proved 
present—could be associated with 
several thyroid conditions, rang­
ing from nontoxic goiter to ma­
lignant or benign tumors, and that 
such abnormalities can result from 
natural causes.
But officials of the service told 
newsmen:
“We’re interested, we’re con­
cerned—and we are going to pur­
sue the matter as fast as we can 
to find the meaning of it.”
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Just Right
In our wide variety of 
boxed Hallmark Christ­
mas cards, you'll find 
die designs that are 
just right to represent 
you this year. Choose 
yours today.
PALMER’S
DRUG
505 Burlington Ave.
the itching sensation caused by 
any healing wound.
The rats used in his project are 
of two types: Albino and a con­
stant genetic stock called “hoods” 
because of th4ir distinctive black 
and white coloring. He works with 
some 200 rats.
Dr. Whitehouse, associate pro­
fessor of psychology, has been 
working on this particular project 
since 1958. Some of the work has 
been done here; the rest was done 
at the University of Kentucky and 
UCLA.
In tracing his project, Dr. White- 
house said some 30 years ago phy­
siologists became aware that at 
certain nerve junction points 
(synapses) electrical phenomena 
were not sufficient to account for 
or explain nerve action. Certain 
chemicals were present at the syn­
apse point.
Chemicals Identified
By further experimentation, two 
of the chemicals were positively 
identified: Adrenalin and acetyl­
choline. Both proved to be synaptic 
transmitting agents everywhere in 
the body except in the brain.
It was then observed that a 
chemical called atropine inhibited 
the action of the acetylcholine and 
physostigmine potentiated it. Pre­
liminary studies in England showed 
strange effects on the electroce- 
phalogram when the two chemi­
cals were used.
Manipulation of acetylcholine by 
these two chemicals was the next 
step. Dr. Whitehouse’s first ex­
periment proved that the use of 
atropine slowed the learning proc­
ess and the use of physostigmine 
speeded up the learning process. 
His. subjects were rats and cats.
The next step was to find out 
which neurons used acetylcholine 
and what its precise role was in 
the learning process. The anatomi­
cal location of such neurons had 
to be determined.
“I have been able to show the 
differential amounts of retardation 
caused by atropine depending on 
the cue conditions of the experi­
ment, and the ability of animals 
to handle information,” Dr. White- 
house said.
Dr. Whitehouse is still working 
on the basic questions: What is this 
system and what does it do. From 
time to time, since 1958, he has 
been assisted by six or seven grad­
uate students; otherwise, experi­
mentation has been his alone.
Lesions and Learning
Dr. Whitehouse is also experi­
menting with the effects of brain 
lesions on learning. Certain parts 
of the animal’s brain are destroyed 
and then experiments are con­
ducted to ascertain the effect. De­
veloping brain tumors in his ani­
mals and studying them is another 
phase of Dr. Whitehouse’s project. 
By transplanting the tumors, the 
learning and memory processes of 
animals can be more carefully 
" studied.
When surgery is conducted on 
the animals, the same sterile con­
ditions are practiced that are used 
in human surgery. Since 1958, Dr. 
Whitehouse has used approxi­
mately 1,000 rats and 80 or 90 cats. 
For each experiment one rat is 
used, while a cat can be used for 
more than once.
Dr. Whitehouse’s laboratory on 
the top floor of the Health Sci­
ences building is complete with a 
refrigerator for storing everything 
from perishable chemicals to liver 
for rewarding the cats. There is a 
discrimination apparatus in the 
animal testing room that provides
HEART RESTS OFTEN
The human heart rests between 
beats, about eight-tenths of a sec­
ond elapsing between the contrac­
tions which are about one-tenth 
of a second in length.
a piece of liver if the cat picks out 
the correct block and a photogra­
phy. lab for developing experi­
mental photos. There is a surgical 
table and several complicated 
computer devices used for brain 
studies.
Two other members of the psy­
chology staff also deal mainly 
with animals. Harold Babb, chair­
man of the Department of Psy­
chology, is experimenting with the 
stimulus response in learning 
studies and Joseph Jennings, as­
sistant professor of psychology, 
experiments with the comparative
psychology and behavior patterns 
of different species.
Dr. Whitehouse—whose college 
career included time as a chemis­
try major, writing feature articles 
for his college paper, acting in a 
play or two and finaly becoming a 
psychology major—said the small 
project he is working on is part of 
a larger puzzle: How does the 
brain work? “We learn in a cer­
tain fashion depending on how our 
brain is constructed. The problems 
of mental deficiency and psychoses 
are very closely related,” he con­
cluded.
MATCHING SWEATERS
GALS - GUYS
Big Selection to Choose From—Ski Patterns, Argyle ' 
Designs and Solids—Ladies’ Sizes S-M-ML-L—Men’s I 
Sizes S-M-L-XL ...... -____________  $15.95 and up i
men's store
Holiday Village
People Snacks for 
Any Temperament
•  Beverages •  Ice Cream i
•  All Manner of Treats
at our Time-Saving Location!
WORDEN’S MARKET
939 N. Higgins
Eat Away Hunger! 
It’s the Only Way! 
SLOPPY JOES 
CHILIBURGER PLATE
HANSEN’S 
ICE CREAM 
519 S. Higgins
M I X E D  L E A G U E
FOR U OF M STUDENTS 
Beginning Friday, Nov. 19, at 7:30 p.m.
2 Boy, 2 Girl Teams—3Otf Per Line
TREASURE STATE BOWLING CENTER 
WILL FURNISH TROPHIES
SIGN UP NOW OR COME IN FRIDAY NIGHT 
Michigan at Dearborn 549-4060
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Playboy Party
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American Students Pay a Little More
By DAN WEBBER 
Kahn In Reporter 
American college students pay 
higher tuition and a greater share 
of the cost of their education than 
students in most other countries.
There are no fees at all in many 
foreign universities and in many 
others almost all students receive 
monthly allowances to help pay 
for their living expenses and any 
tuition charges they may face.
Higher education is free in Den­
mark, Norway, Sweden and even 
“under-developed" Afghanistan. In
New Deodorants, 
Books About Sex 
Bugging Boyle
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP)—Things we 
could do without:
Young men who look like 
they’re wearing a nest of robbins 
in their hair.
Discotheque dancers who twitch 
like they had the itch, or were 
trying to run a 100-yard race on 
a pogo stick.
Any new kinds of dog foods, 
deodorants or dandruff cures.
Christmas cards that depict 
pretty girls in Santa Claus suits, 
or Santa himself in a bathing suit 
chasing a beach maid wearing a 
bikini.
Any more books by doctors or 
marriage counselors on what to 
do about sex. All the possibilities 
of sex have been pointed out by 
eminent authorities many times 
already. What civilization needs 
is more good cook books and few­
er annuals on sex, as no civilized 
person ever loses interest in good 
cooking.
Power companies that can’t ex­
plain after a blackout why all 
*their electricity took a vacation 
at the same time.
College boys who think it smart 
to light their cigarettes with their 
draft cards.
Wiseacres who, when you tell 
them you’re going to the dentist 
to get your teeth cleaned, reply, 
“Why bother to go yourself? Why 
not just mail them in?’’
Health nuts who think they can 
solve all your problems by show­
ing you a series of isometric exer­
cises that cured them of eczema, 
rid them of 25 pounds of fat, and 
brought them new success in their 
work.
From these and other pests, de­
liver us', amen.
HARRY’S 
A & W 
ROOT BEER
Home of the 
Teen Burger
(Hamburger with 
Bacon and Cheese)
THE NEWEST MEMBER 
OF THE A & W 
BURGER FAMILY!
HARRY’S A&W 
DRIVE INN
On West Broadway
addition higher education is free 
in all the countries of Eastern Eur­
ope and the Soviet Union. Students 
receive monthly stipends of about 
$42 from the government in East 
Germany and comparable amounts 
in several other Communist coun­
tries.
Incidentally, the Soviet Union 
pays college professors about eight 
times as much as a Russian factory 
worker gets. U.S. professors get 
less than twice as much as the av­
erage American factory worker.
The average tuition and required 
fees in the United States last year 
was $818 in private institutions and 
$292 for residents and $639 for 
non-residents in state universities 
and land-grand colleges according 
to the Office of Insittutional Re­
search of the National Association 
of State Universities and Land- 
grant Colleges.
College costs in Canada are com­
parable to the U.S. However the 
highest Canadian liberal ar t s  
charge was less than $600 last 
year compared to $2,000 at several 
private American colleges. Last 
March the government of New­
foundland, Canada, announced 
free tuition for first-year univer­
sity students not already sup­
ported by scholarship or other 
government grants.
The third most expensive coun­
try in which to attend a university
is Great Britain, where tuition av­
erages less than $200 a year. Al­
though Cambridge and Oxford ad­
vise prospective students to have 
about $1,300 a year to cover their 
living expenses, including board 
and room and personal costs, only 
about $150 of this goes to tuition. 
In comparison, last year’s student 
budget at Harvard was set at more 
than $3,350 with over half of this 
sum going to tuition.
In comparison to the U.S., Cana­
da and Great Britain, other coun­
tries’ college costs are almost nom­
inal. In Austria costs range from 
nothing at some institutions to 
$15.32 per semester at others. Tui­
tion ranges from $3.06 to $4.60 per 
semester at the University of 
Vienna, the country’s largest insti- 
tuition of higher education.
In Belgium costs range from $24 
per year in state supported schools 
to $150 in institutions sponsored 
by the Catholic Church.
In France university training is 
virtually free; students pay no tui­
tion and only low registration and 
examination fees. Charges are less 
than $10 per year in most institu­
tions under state jurisdiction and 
vary from $6 to $36 in non-secular 
universities.
Tuition ranges from $28 to $120 
per year in Italy’s 25 universities 
which are all under the jurisdiction 
of the national government.
Most large universities in Spain
charge $50 per year tuition al­
though one smal l  university 
charges only $6.68. In Switzerland, 
one large university requires tui­
tion amounting to $1.38 per semes­
ter. Tuition averages about $50 per 
semester in West Germany and 
$100 in Israel.
In Argentina there is no charge 
for secular institution education. 
Students in Chile pay $33.75 per 
year to attend a university wheth­
er public or private.
There is a $10 registration fee at 
the public universities of Mexico 
and up to $16 per year tuition.
Students have to scrape up $6 to 
go to the university for a year in 
Costa Rica.
The Nationalist Chinese govern­
ment on Taiwan has some univer­
sities with no costs and others that 
charge $3.75 per semester.
The largest university in Japan, 
with 25 thousand students, requires 
up to $111 per year tuition, de­
pending on the discipline being 
studied. Tuition ranges from $25 
to $261 per year in other Japanese 
universities. Most universities al­
so charge a registration fee which 
may range from $2.78 to $278.
Please Visit Us in Our New Location
• 129 WEST FRONT STREET
(A cross from  th e  H otel F lorence  Pigeon  Hole Pa rk ing )
We Know You Will Enjoy Our New and Exciting Store!
A Large Assortment of Specialty Items will be carried that were 
Never Before Available. A few are . . .
PLA N TS AND FLOWERS 
DISTINCTIVE G IFTS IMPORTED
A  FABULOUS ASSORTMENT O F 
G IF T  AND SPECIALTY CARDS
FROM A LL OVER TH E WORLD A  COMPLETE LIN E OF
_  ACCESSORIES FOR PARTIES, 
THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT O F BRIDGE GROUPS. ETC. 
DECORATOR CANDLES
r TH IS AREA 
SCENTED SOAPS
AND MANY. MANY MORE 
DIFFER EN T ITEM S TOO 
NUMEROUS TO MENTION
Garden City Floral
Watch for Our Grand Opening Soon!
Now! New Chevelle SS 396 by Chevrolet
Equipped with a 
Turbo-Jet 396 V8, 
special suspension 
and red stripe tires.
These cars weren’t  meant for 
the driver who is willing to 
settle for frills.
They’re engineered from 
the chassis on up as no-com- 
promise road machines.
Standard output of the new 
Turbo-Jet 396 V8—which 
powers both models—is 325 
hp. This remarkably efficient 
power plant is also available 
in a 360-hp version.
So much for what happens 
on straightaways. How about 
curves? You ride on a special 
SS 396 chassis—with flat­
cornering suspension and 
wide-base wheels.
A fully synchronized 8- 
speed transmission is stand- 
tori. Or you can order a  4- 
speed or Powerglide—also 
Strato-bucket front seats, 
center console and full in­
strumentation.
Sound like a car you could 
get serious over? That, as 
you’ll see at your dealer's, is 
precisely how Chevrolet en­
gineers planned it. Seriously.
New *66 Chevelle SS S96 Convertible and Sport Coupe.
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